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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/networking/core
-network-guide/cncg/wireless/e-wireless-acces

NEW QUESTION: 2
By default, where does Terraform store its state file?
A. current working directory
Explanation
By default, the state file is stored in a local file named
"terraform.tfstate", but it can also be stored remotely, which
works better in a team environment.
B. remotely using Terraform Cloud
C. Amazon S3 bucket
D. shared directory
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A Digital Developer needs to check for product inventory in a
specific inventory list using the Open Commerce API.
An example request URL is:
Which resource_id value enables the appropriate resource?
A. /products/*
B. /inventory_lists/*
C. /inventory_lists/**
D. /inventory_list_search
Answer: A
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